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Subject: Modelling surface photo-electrochemistry: 

beyond the computational hydrogen electrode 
Abstract: The role, computer-modelling plays today in understanding and optimising catalysts for 

photo-electrochemical reactions, is undisputed. Yet, state of the art simulation 
approaches tend to rely on a number of assumptions and simplifications, which –
according to newest results – may not be fully justified. For example, simulation of the 
all-important electro-catalytic water oxidation reaction is mainly based on idealised 
surfaces and the computational hydrogen electrode (CHE) approach, which evaluates 
the thermodynamic feasibility of a catalyst looking at pathway where each hydrogen 
abstraction is coupled to the removal of one electron (PCET). This in turn is used to 
justify neglecting solvation effects as only overall neutral reaction intermediates need to 
be considered. Yet, especially on semi-conducting catalysts the assumption of PCET is 
not necessarily fulfilled. The great success of the CHE approach is in part due to its low 
computational cost allowing a computational screening of suitable catalyst materials. 
Any other scheme going beyond PCET and ideal surfaces should therefore match this 
advantage, ideally avoiding costly molecular dynamics sampling of solvent degrees of 
freedom. Yet, recent developments in thermodynamic modelling as well as embedding 
techniques, both liquid and solid-state, especially considering the interface between 
catalyst and solvent, point the way towards photo-electrochemistry modelling beyond 
the computational hydrogen electrode. 


